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Abstract. In distributed constraint optimization problems, dynamic program-
ming methods have been recently introduced (e.g. DPOP [9]). These methods
group many valuations together in fewer (and also larger) messages, as opposed
to sending them individually. Therefore, they have the important advantage that
they produce small communication overheads. However, the maximum message
size is always exponential in the induced width of the constraint graph, leading to
excessive memory/communication requirements for problems with largewidth.
Many real problems contain hard constraints that significantly reduce thespace
of feasible assignments. The basic DPOP does not take advantage of thepruning
power of these hard constraints; thus, it sends messages that explicitelyrepresent
all value combinations, including many infeasible ones.
To address this problem, we introduce H-DPOP, a hybrid algorithm that is based
on DPOP. H-DPOP uses Constraint Decision Diagrams (CDDs, see [2])to rule
out infeasible combinations, and thus compactly represent UTIL messages. For
highly constrained problems, CDDs prove to be extremely space-efficient when
compared to the extensional representation used by DPOP: experimental results
show space reductions of more than 99% for some instances.

1 Introduction

Constraint satisfaction and optimization are powerful paradigms that can model a wide
range of tasks like scheduling, planning, optimal process control, etc. Traditionally,
such were gathered into a single place, and a centralized algorithm was applied to find
a solution. However, problems are sometimes naturally distributed, so Distributed Con-
straint Satisfaction (DisCSP) was formalized in [12]. Here, the problem is divided be-
tween a set of agents, which have to communicate among themselves to solve it.

To address distributed optimization, complete algorithmslike ADOPT, DPOP and
OptAPO have been introduced.

ADOPT [8] is a backtracking based bound propagation mechanism. It operates
completely decentralized, and asynchronously. It requires polynomial memory. Its down-
side is that it may produce a very large number of small messages, resulting in large
communication overheads.

OptAPO [6] is a centralized-distributed hybrid that usesmediator nodesto central-
ize subproblems and solve them in dynamic and asynchronous mediation sessions. The
authors show that its message complexity is significantly smaller than ADOPT’s. How-
ever, it is possible that several mediators solve overlapping problems, thus needlessly
duplicating effort.



DPOP[9] is a complete algorithm based on dynamic programming which generates
only a linear number of messages. However,DPOP is time and space exponential in
the induced widthof the problem. Therefore, for problems with high induced width,
the messages generated in high-width areas get large, therefore requiring exponential
communication and memory.

We present H-DPOP, a new hybrid algorithm which uses hard constraint propaga-
tion to prune the search space and compactly represent the resulting messages with
Constraint Decision Diagrams (CDDs - [2]).

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the distributed
optimization problem. Section 3 presents some background on the DPOP algorithm
(section 3.1), and on constraint decision diagrams (section 3.2). Section 4 introduces
the H-DPOP algorithm.

Section 5 shows the efficiency of this approach with experimental results. Section 7
concludes.

2 Definitions & problem modeling

Definition 1. A discretedistributed constraint optimization problem(DCOP) is a tuple
< X ,D,R > such that:

– X = {X1, ...,Xn} is a set of variables
– D = {d1, ..., dn} is a set of finite variable domains
– C = {c1, ..., cn} is a set of constraints, where a constraintci is a function with the

scope(Xi1 , · · · ,Xik
), ci : di1 × .. × dik

→ {true, false}, wheretrue corre-
sponds to allowed tuples, andfalse corresponds to disallowed tuples specifying
hard constraint.

– R = {r1, ..., rm} is a set of relations, where a relationri is any function with the
scope(Xi1 , · · · ,Xik

), ri : di1 × .. × dik
→ R, which denotes how much utility is

assigned to each possible combination of values of the involved variables. Negative
utilities mean cost.

In a DCOP, each variable and constraint is owned by an agent. Asimplifying as-
sumption [12] is that each agent controls a virtual agent foreach one of the variables
Xi that it owns. To simplify the notation, we useXi to denote either the variable itself,
or its (virtual) agent.

This is a multiagent instance of thevalued CSPframework as defined in [11]. The
goal is to find a complete instantiationX ∗ for the variablesXi thatmaximizesthe sum
of utilities of individual relations.

We assume here only unary and binary constraints/relations. However, DPOP and
H-DPOP can easily extend to non-binary constraints ([10]).

2.1 Using hard constraints to prune the search space

Without loss of generality, hard constraints can be simulated using soft constraints by
assigning large negative numbers to disallowed tuples, and0 to allowed tuples. Then,



simply using any utility maximization algorithm on such a representation avoids infea-
sible assignments and finds the optimal solution.

However, by doing so one does not take advantage of the pruning power of hard
constraints. This drawback becomes severe for difficult problems (high width). We in-
troduce below one such real world problem and show the space reduction ability of hard
constraints.

Optimal query placement Consider the problem of optimally placing a set of query
operators in an overlay network. Each user wants a set of services to be performed
by servers in the network. Servers are able to perform services with distinct network
and computational characteristics. Each server receives hosting requests from its users
(together with the associated utilities). We model the resulting DCOP with servers as
variables (agents) and the possible service combinations as the domains.

To avoid accounting the utility from the same service being placed simultaneously
on two servers we introduce hard constraints between serverpairs. These constraints
disallow the same service to be executed by two servers at a time. Although this con-
straint is simple, it makes the problem highly constrained and computationally difficult.

Note that the above model may not be an exactly equivalent model for optimal query
placement but it helps to make the problem tractable. The optimal solution may include
running a service on more than one server but the problem would become much more
complex in its originality. Hard constraints offer a convenient way to simplify problem
modeling and keep it computationally tractable.

Figure 2(a) shows a DFS tree arrangement for servers in an overlay network. The
services each server can execute are listed adjacent to nodes. During the utility propa-
gation phase of DPOP nodeX4 will send a hypercube withX1, X2 andX3 as context
variables to its parentX3 (see figure 2(b)). However such a message scheme will send
combinations which will never appear in a valid solution. For e.g. combinations like
< (X1, a)(X2, a)(X3, b) > which share a common service are infeasible. The total
size of this hypercube will be 64 (43) with only 24 (4!) valid combinations. Eliminating
these combinations using hard constraints can provide significant savings.

Consider an instance of server problem with 9 variables (servers) with the same
domain of size 9. The resulting network will be a chain with constraints between every
server pair. The maximum size of hypercube in DPOP will be99 and the number of valid
combinations will be only9!. So we are wasting 99.9% of the space in the message by
sending irrelevant combinations. With the help of hard constraints we can prune such
infeasible combinations and get extreme savings.

2.2 Depth-First Search Trees (DFS)

As with DPOP, H-DPOP works on a DFS traversal of the problem graph.

Definition 2 (DFS tree).A DFS arrangement of a graph G is a rooted tree with the
same nodes and edges as G and the property that adjacent nodesfrom the original
graph fall in the same branch of the tree (e.g.X0 andX11 in Figure 1).



DFS trees have already been investigated as a means to boost search [5, 4]. Due
to the relative independence of nodes lying in different branches of the DFS tree, it is
possible to perform search in parallel on independent branches, and then combine the
results.

Fig. 1.A problem graph (a) and a DFS tree (b).

Figure 1 shows an example DFS tree that we shall refer to in therest of this paper.
We distinguish betweentree edges, shown as solid lines (e.g.0 − 2), andback edges,
shown as dashed lines (e.g.0 − 11, 2 − 12).

Definition 3 (DFS concepts).Given a nodexi, we define:

– parent Pi / children Ci: these are the obvious definitions (e.g.P1 = x0, C0 =
{x1, x2}).

– pseudo-parentsPPi are xi’s ancestors that are connected toxi directly through
back-edges (PP8 = {x1}).

– pseudo-childrenPCi arexi’s descendents directly connected toxi through back-
edges (e.g.PC1 = {x8}).

– Sepi is theseparator of xi: ancestors ofxi which are directly connected withxi

or with descendants ofxi (e.g.Sep11 = {x5, x0}). Sepi is the set of ancestors of
Xi whose removal completely disconnects the subtree rooted atXi from the rest of
the problem. In case the problem is a tree, thenSepi = {Pi},∀Xi ∈ X .

3 Background: DPOP and CDDs

This section introduces the DPOP algorithm for distributedconstraint optimization
(Section 3.1) and the constraint decision diagrams of [2] inSection 3.2.

3.1 DPOP: dynamic programming optimization

The basic utility propagation schemeDPOP has been introduced in [9].DPOP is an
instance of the general bucket elimination scheme from [3],which is adapted for the
distributed case, and uses a DFS traversal of the problem graph as an ordering.



DPOPhas 3 phases:
Phase 1 - aDFS traversalof the graph is done using a distributed DFS algorithm. To

save space, we refer the reader to an algorithm like [10]. Theoutcome of this protocol is
that all nodes consistently label each other as parent/child or pseudoparent/pseudochild,
and edges are identified as tree/back edges. This can be achieved for any graph with
a linear number of messages. The DFS tree thus obtained serves as a communica-
tion structure for the other 2 phases of the algorithm: UTIL messages (phase 2) travel
bottom-up, and VALUE messages (phase 3) travel top down, only through tree-edges.

Phase 2 -UTIL propagation : the agents (starting from the leaves) sendUTIL mes-
sages to their parents (calledhypercubesin the following). The basic process is as
follows: the leaves start by computing and sendingUTIL messages to their parents.
Subsequently, all nodes do:

– receive and join all messages from their children
– join also the relations they have with their parents/pseudoparents
– project themselves out of the resulting join, by picking their optimal values for each

combination of values of the other variables in the join
– send result to parent as a new UTIL message.

The subtree of a nodeXi can influence the rest of the problem only throughXi’s
separator,Sepi. Therefore, a message contains the optimal utility obtained in the sub-
tree for each instantiation ofSepi. Each such utility is represented explicitely as a val-
uation in the outgoing message, even though the corresponding instantiation ofSepi

may not lead to any feasible solution forXi’s subtree. Thus, message size is always
exponential in the separator size (which in turn is bounded by the induced width).

Phase 3 -VALUE propagation top-down, initiated by the root, when phase 2 has
finished. Each node determines its optimal value based on thecomputation from phase
2 and theVALUE message it has received from its parent. Then, it sends this value to
its children throughVALUEmessages.

It has been proven in [9] thatDPOP produces a linear number of messages. Its
complexity lies in the size of theUTIL messages: the largest one is space-exponential
in the width of the DFS ordering used.

3.2 CDDs: Constraint Decision Diagrams

CDDs (constrained decision diagrams) [2] are compact representations for general n-
ary constraints. They generalize binary decision diagrams(BDD) [1]. Their main fea-
ture is that they combine constraint reasoning and consistency techniques with a com-
pact data structure. Unlike extensional representations that store each individual tuple
separately (therefore requiring memory exponential in thearity of the constraint), CDDs
have the potential to drastically reduce space requirements.

A CDD is a rooted, directed acyclic graph (DAG)G = (V ∪ T,E). The 0 −
terminal (0 ∈ T ) representsfalse and 1 − terminal (1 ∈ T ) representstrue.
Each non terminal nodev ∈ V connects to a subset of nodesU ⊆ V ∪ T − {v}. It is
denoted by a non-empty set{(c1, u1), ..., (cm, um)}. Each branch(cj , uj) consists of a
constraintcj(x1, ..., xk) and a successoruj of v.
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Fig. 2.A DFS tree network with CDD equivalent of hypercube sent fromX4 to X3

A CDD rooted at the nodev = {(c1, u1), ..., (cm, um)} is reduced if and only if
each CDD graphG′

j rooted atuj is either terminal or reduced, and

ci ∧ cj ≡ false (1)

ui 6≡ uj (2)

We show in Figure 2(c) an example CDD that represents compactly a ternary con-
straint (C) betweenX1, X2 andX3 with domain (Di) listed adjacent. The constraint
C requires the variables to take unique values. Each CDD node is of the form{(xk ∈
r1, u1), ..., (xk ∈ rm, um)} wherer1, ..., r2 ⊂ Dk are pairwise disjoint to satisfy Prop-
erty (1) of a reduced CDD. Property (2) allows node sharing marked by dashed lines in
Figure 2(c).

4 H-DPOP - Pruning problem space

The pruning abilities of hard constraints were hinted at in section 2.1. The H-DPOP
algorithm combines this pruning ability with CDDs to effectively reduce message size.
Figure 2(c) shows the corresponding CDD message for the hypercubeX4 sends to
X3 in Figure 2(a). In a CDD, every path from root to leaf is a validcombination of
domain values of the involved variables. The explicit representation of domain val-
ues and an insight into the problem nature allows us to prune combinations like<

(X1, a)(X2, a)(X3, b) > for service placement problems even at the bottommost level.
Utilities in a CDD message are represented by a linear array storing utility values

indexed by path numbers. Each path in CDD can be assigned a unique index obtained
by a DFS traversal of the CDD tree. Additionally we also need to send the domain
values of each involved variable in a CDD message. This step is necessary to ensure
pruning at higher levels which is based on examining combinations of actual domain
values.

Definition 4. Dim(X) - the tuple< idx, dx > whereidx is the id of nodeX anddx

is its domain.

We now describe theCDDMessagewhich nodeX will send toP (X). It is com-
posed of three components:



– CDDTree : It represents all valid combinations of variables involved in the mes-
sage. Each level inCDDTreecorresponds to one variable.

– UtilArray : It is the array of all utilities corresponding to each path in CDDTree.
– DimensionArray: It is an array containingDim(Xi) whereXiin {variables in-

volved in message}.

As in the DPOP algorithm, we have three phases in H-DPOP: DFS arrangement of
the problem graph, bottom up UTIL propagation and top down VALUE propagation.
The DFS and VALUE phases are identical to the ones of DPOP (seesection 3.1). The
UTIL propagation phase is described below, in Sectio 4.1.

4.1 UTILs using CDDs

This phase is similar to the UTIL phase of DPOP (see Section 3.1). The difference
is that the extensional representations of UTIL messages from DPOP (hypercubes) are
replaced with CDD trees and the associated utility vectors.All corresponding operations
on hypercubes (join, project) are redefined in the followingfor CDD messages.

Building CDDs from constraints: Algorithm 1 describes the construction of CD-
DTree corresponding to the Hypercube with dimension setDim[dimSize]. C is an array
of domain values (initially empty) which stores combinations currently found to lead
to a valid solution. Whenever a new domain value is added toC, a consistency check
is performed in line 9 to see if newly instantiated domain value will lead to a solution.
This is a key step in pruning the problem space as inconsistent combinations are ruled
out via this check. ParametercurrentLeveldenotes the current level in CDDTree under
exploration. Its initial value is zero denoting the root.

The procedureConstructCDD is based on depth-first backtracking search algo-
rithm. A detailed explanation can be found in [2], though we describe the procedure
briefly here. SetS (initially empty) consists the branches of the CDDNode, andD′

k con-
sists values of variableXk which can lead to valid combinations . Next for each value
in domain ofXk (=Dk), we check if it can lead to a feasible solution (line 9). If no, it
is ruled out otherwise we recursively invokeConstructCDD to find the CDDNodeu
for the next level (currentlevel+1, line 10). If u is a 1-terminal (null node) or is not a
0-terminal , we add the branch (d,u) to S, and insert d toD′

k (lines 11 to 13). IfD′

k = ∅
after all iterations are over, a 0-terminal is returned. Otherwise,mkNode is called to
return the CDDNode for the current variable with given children and domain set (S and
D′

k respectively).
ProceduremkNode is shown in algorithm 1. In line 18, an intermediate nodev is

created such that for everyd ∈ r, Xk 7→ d leads to the same child nodeu. Next we
check if an equivalent nodev′ exists for nodev to satisfy property (2) of a reduced CDD
(line 19). If an equivalent node exists we reuse that node otherwise insertv to V and
returnv (line 22).

Joining two CDD messagesIn Algorithm 2 we describe the method for combining
two CDD messages. The extra parameterleafDimensiondefines the dimension of the



Algorithm 1: Construction of a CDDtree
ProcedureConstructCDD
input : Dim[dimSize], C[dimSize], currentLevel
output : The root of the CDDTree

1 if dimSize == 0|| currentLevel == dimSizethen
2 return null

end
3 Xk = node at currentLevel
4 Dk = Dim[currentLevel].domain

5 S = ∅
6 D′

k = ∅
7 forall d ∈ Dk do
8 C[currentLevel] = d

9 if isConsistent(C, currentLevel) == true then
10 u = ConstructCDD(Dim, C, currentLevel + 1)
11 if u == null || (u! = null && u! = 0) then
12 S = S ∪ {< d, u >}
13 D′

k = D′

k ∪ {d}

end
end

end
14 if D′

k = ∅ then
15 return 0

else
16 v = mkNode(Xk, S, D′

k)
17 return v

end

ProceduremkNode
input : Xk, S, D′

k

output : A CDDNode corrresponding to variableXk with given domain and children
set

18 v = {(Xk ∈ r, u) : d, d′ ∈ r ⇐⇒< d, u >, < d′, u >∈ S}
//i.e. Xk 7→ d and Xk 7→ d′ point to same node u

19 if htable.get(v.hashKey()) == null then
20 htable.add(v.hashKey(), v)

//htable is the hashtable containing all discovered
nodes

21 V = V ∪ {v}
//Variable V contains all CDD nodes

22 return v
else

//i.e. ∃v′ ∈ V s.t. v′ ≡ v

23 return v′

end
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Fig. 3.Join of two hypercubes and CDDMessages

nodes at the last level in CDDTree for the combined message (line 2). This step ensures
a speedy projection of self’s dimension by a node (see functionprojectMine, algo-
rithm 3). The node which combines child CDD messages always setsleafDimensionto
be its own. Union of dimensions of individual messages formsthe dimensions of com-
bined message (line 1). With this new dimension set a new CDD message is constructed
with emptyUtilArray. The for loop in line 5 iterates over all paths of newly formed
CDDTree, finds the relevant contributions from individual CDD messages (function
findUtil, line 7), and sets the utility of new path in combined message(line 9). Fi-
nally the combined CDD message is returned after utility setting. Figure 3 shows the
join of hypercubes and CDDs.

The procedurefindUtil (algorithm 2) returns the utility value corresponding to
CDDMessage’s local contribution for the input source path with given dimension set
unionDim. Array myPath stores the local contribution of the CDDMessage to input
srcPath. It is initialized with values fromsrcPathfor corresponding dimensions inmy-
Dim andunionDim (line 13). The utility value formyPathis extracted fromUtilArray
by finding the index of this path (line 14). For speeding up theperformance each CD-
DMessage hashes every path of its CDDTree with value as path index and key as the
path itself.

Projecting out a dimension ProcedureprojectMine (algorithm 3) is used by a
node to project its own dimension after it has combined util messages from its chil-
dren and pseudo parents. Since thecombineCDDMessages function makes current
node’s dimension at the last, its projection becomes easy. We iterate through all the
paths (line 2) and choose the best utility among paths havingsame prefix (excluding
leaf level)(line 7). Note that in original DPOP after projecting the dimension we do not
need to reconstruct the hypercube message but in case of CDDsit is necessary as the



Algorithm 2: Combining two CDDMessages: JOIN operation
ProcedurecombineCDDMessages
input : Msg1, Msg2, leafDimension
output : Combined CDDMessage of Msg1 and Msg2

begin
1 Dim[] union = Msg1.DimensionArray ∪ Msg2.DimensionArray

2 Rearrangeunion array to makeleafDimension as the last one
3 CDDNodeCDDRoot= ConstructCDD(union, new Array(union.length), 0)
4 combinedMsg= newCDDMessage(CDDRoot, union, CDDRoot.pathsCount)

//pathsCount represents total paths from root to leaves

end
5 foreachpath of CDDTree with root = CDDRootdo
6 path = current path under consideration
7 util1 = Msg1.findUtil(union, path)
8 util2 = Msg2.findUtil(union, path)
9 combinedMsg.setUtility(util1+util2, path.index)

end
10 return combinedMsg

ProcedurefindUtil
input : unionDim, srcPath
output : The utility value corresponding to local contribution tosrcPath

11 myDim = this.DimensionArray
12 Initialize myPath= new Vector(myDim.length)
13 myPath= < (di = srcPath[j]) >:

i ∈ [0, myDim.length] ∩ ∃j s.t. srcDim[j].id = myDim[i].id
14 index = htable.getvalueByKey(myPath)
15 return this.UtilArray[index]



Algorithm 3: PROJECT operation for a CDDMessage
ProcedureprojectMine
output : Projects last dimension of this CDDMessage and returns new CDDMessage

1 Initialize BestUtilities= new Vector()
2 foreachpath of CDDTree of this CDDMessagedo
3 path = currentPath under consideration
4 pathPrefix = path.prefix(0, path.size-1)
5 if utility already set for pathPrefixthen
6 continue

else
7 util = Max(Pi.util : Pi.prefix(0,Pi.size − 1)= pathPrefix ∩ Pi ∈

{paths of CDDTree})
8 BestUtilities.set(util, pathPrefix)

end
end

9 Initialize newDim[] to this.DimensionArray[0] to [totalSize-1]
10 newTree = constructCDD(newDim, new Array(newDim.length), 0)
11 newMsg = newCDDMessage(newTree.root, newDim, newTree.pathsCount)
12 newMsg.UtilArray = BestUtilities

13 return newMsg

tree will not be optimal (in terms of size) after removing theleaf level (line 10). Finally
the newly formed CDDMessage is returned to be sent to the parent of current node.

4.2 TheisConsistent plugin mechanism

TheisConsistent (see algorithm 1, line 9) function is like a gateway to the con-
straint problem being solved and uses hard constraint propagation for pruning problem
space. Until now existing DCOP algorithms like ADOPT, DPOP did not try to take ad-
vantage by gaining insights into the problem domain. H-DPOPis unique in this sense
as it provides the problem representation to the constraintalgorithm through this mod-
ular plugin mechanism. Our results show that this knowledgecan help reducing UTIL
message size with up to99%.

Consequently, this function is very problem specific and encapsulates the pruning
logic into the H-DPOP algorithm. The input to this function is the constraint array
C, which is a combination of domain values. It then processes this input using hard
constraint propagation and determines ifC represents a feasible combination.

We now describe the implementation of this function for the server problem de-
scribed in section 2.1. The underlying logic is that, whenever two variables assume
same domain value, it represents an invalid combination as problem hard constraint
does not allow this.

It can be observed that this function is very simple to implement. Although we need
to invoke this function for each combination of domain values, in practice savings pro-
vided by it often dominate the execution overhead. Next section provides experimental
results for H-DPOP and discusses some practical issues related to it.



ProcedureisConsistent(C, currentIndex)
output : true or false depending C is valid or not
for i = 0 to currentIndex − 1 do

if C[i] == C[currentIndex] then
return false

end
end
return true

5 Experimental Results

This section discusses the performance of H-DPOP on optimalquery placement in an
overlay network. This problem has been introduced in section 2.1.

5.1 Optimal query placement in an overlay network

For experiments the problem is made deliberately very constrained by allowing each
server to execute same set of services. For simplicity sake,each server can execute only
a single service at a time. The objective of the DCOP algorithm is to maximize the
overall utility.

We generated random problems of different sizes, with random number of soft con-
straints among variables. Hard constraints are then introduced to make the constraint
graph fully connected. We performed two runs for each problem size and averages were
taken for results.

Problem SizeMaximum
Size(DPOP)

Maximum
Size(H-
DPOP)

Space
Wastage
(Hypercube)

Savings by
CDD

5*5 54 325 96.1% 48.0%
5*10 104 7500 69.7% 25.0%
5*15 154 43900 52.54% 13.3%
6*6 65 1248 98.4% 83.9%
6*10 105 35820 84.8% 64.1%
6*12 125 108342 77.7% 56.4%
7*7 76 6321 99.3% 94.6%
7*8 86 22816 98.0% 91.3%
7*9 96 65637 96.2% 87.6%
7*11 116 344366 91.4% 80.5%
8*8 87 43312 99.7% 97.9%
8*9 97 187773 99.1% 96.0%
8*10 107 613490 98.1% 93.8%
9*9 98 369693 99.9% 99.1%

Table 1.Maximum message size: DPOP Vs H-DPOP
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Space Savings in H-DPOP:Table 1 shows maximum message size in H-DPOP versus
normal DPOP. Problem size is denoted bym ∗ n implying m variables each having
same domain with sizen. Results show that H-DPOP is much superior than DPOP for
all problem sizes.

However the extent of savings provided by CDDs is dependent on both the prob-
lem size and space wastage in DPOP. Space wastage can be calculated by finding
the valid combinations and the total message size. Savings by CDDs follow the trend
of space wastage. As the memory wastage increases/decreases CDD savings also in-
crease/decrease. This is obvious and expected (problem size 5*15 where memory wastage
is relatively minimum, CDDs provide minimum savings,13% only).

Figure 4 shows the effect of problem size on space savings provided by CDDs.
As the problem size increases the graph of CDD savings follows closely the graph of
memory wastage (at 5*5 although space wastage is96.16% but CDDs provide only
48% savings, for 6*6 space wastage is similar being98.4% but CDDs provide higher
savings,83.9%). This trend occurs because size of CDDTree is very comparable to the
DPOP hypercube message at small problem sizes. At small instances the node sharing
in CDDTree is relatively less. However at larger problem instances the size of CDDTree
is much less than hypercube message and the pruning is greater. So CDD is able to
provide more savings.

Effect of problem complexity on H-DPOP Execution Time: Figure 5 shows the
execution time of H-DPOP versus DPOP. H-DPOP is slightly expensive for small to
medium problem instances (5*5 to 7*9). This is because in such cases the memory
requirements for DPOP are not excessive. In H-DPOP the CDDTree formation and
domain pruning require execution overhead (see section 4.2).



We also see sudden peaks in H-DPOP execution time (at 5*15, 6*12, 7*11). These
arise due to high number of valid domain combinations (for eg. 5*15 has many valid
server-service combinations than 5*5 and 5*10). Due to thisexponential increase in the
number of valid paths CDDTree formation overhead makes H-DPOP expensive than
DPOP.

When the problem size becomes very large (from 8*8 to 8*10 withsearch space
88, 108) H-DPOP is much better than DPOP. This happens because now the memory
requirements for DPOP becomes excessive which dominates its execution time. For
size 9*9 DPOP was unable to find an answer but H-DPOP executed successfully (in
125 Sec).
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6 Related work

This paper draws mostly from the dynamic programming algorithm DPOP (Petcu and
Faltings [9]), and Constraint Decision Diagrams (Cheng andYap [2]). DPOP is a dy-
namic programming algorithm that produces large arity relations that are sent over the
network. On the other hand, CDDs can represent compactly such large arity relations,
thus being a well suited alternative for minimizing networktraffic and memory require-
ments for DPOP.

Recently, And/Or Multi-valued Decision Diagrams (AOMDDs)have been intro-
duced by Mateescu and Dechter in [7]. They first arrange the problem as a pseudotree
(of which DFS is a special case). Subsequently, on that pseudotree structure, they start
a bottom-up compilation, by computing (and subsequently joining) high-arity relations



(as in DPOP). However, their purpose is to have a compact compilation of the entire
constraint network in the root node. Therefore, they do not execute projections at each
node along the way, thus obtaining a large AOMDD at the root, that represents the en-
tire network. AOMDDs are space- and computation-exponential in the induced-width
of the problem.

In principle, CDDs are OR-based structures, so for a complete compilation of the
network, they are exponential in the size of the problem, therefore less efficient than
AOMDDs. However, since each variable projects itself out ofthe outgoing message,
our CDD representations are also guaranteed to be only exponential in the induced
width of the problem, as opposed to exponential in the problem size.

7 Conclusion and future work

In this paper we presented a new algorithm for constraint optimization based on DPOP.
Replacing hypercubes with constraint decision diagrams (CDDs) as message passing
mechanism, and efficient pruning of problem space using hardconstraints provide sig-
nificant space savings. The core of the algorithm is a simple plugin mechanism for
pruning search space which can be easily implemented for a range of problems. Our
experiments show that H-DPOP provides significant savings for large and highly con-
strained problems while incurring a little time overhead for smaller instances.

There are many realistic scenarios where H-DPOP can prove very effective. For
example, problems involving bidding on paths in space like railroad auctions and truck
routes auctions have this property. Such problems are highly constrained and large but
relatively sparse and can be efficiently solved by H-DPOP. Other examples include time
slot auctions (airport time allocation) and advanced versions of the service allocation
problem mentioned in this paper. In future we plan to work on these problems. Currently
we also need to send domains of context variables to higher nodes, which may pose
some security concerns. Future work also aims at finding a secure way of doing this.
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